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This volume provides an introduction to modern concepts of linear and nonlinear
functional analysis. Its purpose is also to provide an insight into the variety of
deeply interlaced mathematical tools applied in the study of nonlinear problems.
This updated and expanded second edition of the Applied Analysis by the Hilbert
Space Method provides a user-friendly introduction to the subject, Taking a clear
structural framework, it guides the reader through the subject's core elements. A
flowing writing style combines with the use of illustrations and diagrams
throughout the text to ensure the reader understands even the most complex of
concepts. This succinct and enlightening overview is a required reading for all
those interested in the subject . We hope you find this book useful in shaping
your future career & Business. Feel free to send us your inquiries related to our
publications to info@pwpublishers.pw PW Publishers LTD Berlin Germany
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Riemann?Hilbert problems are fundamental objects of study within complex
analysis. Many problems in differential equations and integrable systems,
probability and random matrix theory, and asymptotic analysis can be solved by
reformulation as a Riemann?Hilbert problem.This book, the most comprehensive
one to date on the applied and computational theory of Riemann?Hilbert
problems, includes an introduction to computational complex analysis, an
introduction to the applied theory of Riemann?Hilbert problems from an analytical
and numerical perspective, and a discussion of applications to integrable
systems, differential equations, and special function theory. It also includes six
fundamental examples and five more sophisticated examples of the analytical
and numerical Riemann?Hilbert method, each of mathematical or physical
significance or both.÷
This volume contains proceedings from the AMS conference on Applied Analysis
held at LSU (Baton Rouge) in April 1996. Topics include partial differential
equations, spectral theory, functional analysis and operator theory, complex
analysis, numerical analysis and related mathematics. Applications include
quantum theory, fluid dynamics, control theory and abstract issues, such as wellposedness, asymptotics, and more. The book presents the scope and depth of
the conference and its lectures. The state-of-the-art surveys by Jerry Bona and
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Fritz Gesztesy contain topics of wide interest. There have been a number of good
conferences on related topics, yet this volume offers readers a unique, varied
viewpoint. The scope of the material in the book will benefit readers approaching
the work from diverse perspectives. It will serve those seeking motivational
scientific problems, those interested in techniques and subspecialties and those
looking for current results in the field.
This book is aimed toward graduate students and researchers in mathematics,
physics and engineering interested in the latest developments in analytic
inequalities, Hilbert-Type and Hardy-Type integral inequalities, and their
applications. Theories, methods, and techniques of real analysis and functional
analysis are applied to equivalent formulations of Hilbert-type inequalities, Hardytype integral inequalities as well as their parameterized reverses. Special cases
of these integral inequalities across an entire plane are considered and
explained. Operator expressions with the norm and some particular analytic
inequalities are detailed through several lemmas and theorems to provide an
extensive account of inequalities and operators.
This volume takes up various topics in Mathematical Analysis including boundary
and initial value problems for Partial Differential Equations and Functional
Analytic methods. Topics include linear elliptic systems for composite material —
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the coefficients may jump from domain to domain; Stochastic Analysis — many
applied problems involve evolution equations with random terms, leading to the
use of stochastic analysis. The proceedings have been selected for coverage in:
• Index to Scientific & Technical Proceedings (ISTP CDROM version / ISI
Proceedings) • CC Proceedings — Engineering & Physical Sciences
Contents:Deterministic Analysis:Differentiation of Hypergeometric Functions with
Respect to Parameters (Yu A Brychkov & K O Geddes)On the Lagrange Problem
About the Strongest Columns (Yu V Egorov)Wavelet Based Fast Solution of
Boundary Integral Equations (H Harbrecht & R Schneider)Semi-Classical
Methods in Ginzburg–Landau Theory (B Helffer)Stability of Equilibriums in OneDimensional Motion of Compressible Viscous Gas Forced by Self-Gravity (Y
Iwata & Y Yamamoto)Estimates for Elliptic Systems for Composite Material (L
Nirenberg)On Asymptotics for the Mabuchi Energy Functional (D H Phong & J
Sturm)Regularity of Solutions of the Initial Boundary Value Problem for
Linearized Equations of Ideal Magneto-Hydrodynamics (M Yamamoto)Stochastic
Analysis:Impulsive Stochastic Evolution Inclusions with Multi-Valued Diffusion (N
U Ahmed)Some of Future Directions of White Noise Analysis (T
Hida)Constructing Random Probability Distributions (T P Hill & D E R
Sitton)Multiparameter Additive Processes of Mixture Type (K Inoue)The Random
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Integral Representation Hypothesis Revisited: New Classes of SSelfdecomposable Laws (Z J Jurek)Semigroups and Processes with Parameter
in a Cone (J Pedersen & K-I Sato)and other papers Readership: Researchers
and academics in the fields of analysis and differential equations, approximation
theory, probability and statistics. Keywords:Almost Complex
Manifolds;Noncommutative Geometry;Lagrange Problem;Boundary Value
Problem
This volume contains refereed research articles written by experts in the field of
applied analysis, differential equations and related topics. Well-known leading
mathematicians worldwide and prominent young scientists cover a diverse range
of topics, including the most exciting recent developments. A broad range of
topics of recent interest are treated: existence, uniqueness, viability, asymptotic
stability, viscosity solutions, controllability and numerical analysis for ODE, PDE
and stochastic equations. The scope of the book is wide, ranging from pure
mathematics to various applied fields such as classical mechanics, biomedicine,
and population dynamics.
This contributed volume explores the connection between the theoretical aspects
of harmonic analysis and the construction of advanced multiscale representations
that have emerged in signal and image processing. It highlights some of the most
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promising mathematical developments in harmonic analysis in the last decade
brought about by the interplay among different areas of abstract and applied
mathematics. This intertwining of ideas is considered starting from the theory of
unitary group representations and leading to the construction of very efficient
schemes for the analysis of multidimensional data. After an introductory chapter
surveying the scientific significance of classical and more advanced multiscale
methods, chapters cover such topics as An overview of Lie theory focused on
common applications in signal analysis, including the wavelet representation of
the affine group, the Schrödinger representation of the Heisenberg group, and
the metaplectic representation of the symplectic group An introduction to coorbit
theory and how it can be combined with the shearlet transform to establish
shearlet coorbit spaces Microlocal properties of the shearlet transform and its
ability to provide a precise geometric characterization of edges and interface
boundaries in images and other multidimensional data Mathematical techniques
to construct optimal data representations for a number of signal types, with a
focus on the optimal approximation of functions governed by anisotropic
singularities. A unified notation is used across all of the chapters to ensure
consistency of the mathematical material presented. Harmonic and Applied
Analysis: From Groups to Signals is aimed at graduate students and researchers
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in the areas of harmonic analysis and applied mathematics, as well as at other
applied scientists interested in representations of multidimensional data. It can
also be used as a textbook for graduate courses in applied harmonic analysis.?
Numerous worked examples and exercises highlight this unified treatment. Simple
explanations of difficult subjects make it accessible to undergraduates as well as an ideal selfstudy guide. 1990 edition.
The notion of a Hilbert space is a central idea in functional analysis and this text demonstrates
its applications in numerous branches of pure and applied mathematics.
There are several subjects in analysis that are frequently used in applied mathematics,
theoretical physics and engineering sciences, such as complex variable, ordinary differential
equations, special functions, asymptotic methods, integral transforms and distribution theory.
However, for graduate students or upper-level undergraduate students who are not going to
specialize in these areas, there is no need for them to study these subjects in great depth.
Instead, it would probably be more beneficial for them to have an introduction to these topics
so that when the need arises, they know what approach to take. With this in mind, this set of
lecture notes has been written for a one-semester course. Sufficient details have also been
included to make it sufficiently adaptable for self-study. There are in total six chapters with
each covering only a few topics. Furthermore, the chapters are all self-contained. The
prerequisites for the readers of this book are advanced calculus, a first course in ordinary
differential equations and elementary complex variable.
This handbook provides an in-depth examination of important theoretical methods and
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applied analysis. It details many of the most important theoretical trends in
nonlinear analysis and applications to different fields. These features make the volume a
valuable tool for every researcher working on nonlinear analysis.
This volume contains refereed research articles written by experts in the field of applied
analysis, differential equations and related topics. Well-known leading mathematicians
worldwide and prominent young scientists cover a diverse range of topics, including the most
exciting recent developments.A broad range of topics of recent interest are treated: existence,
uniqueness, viability, asymptotic stability, viscosity solutions, controllability and numerical
analysis for ODE, PDE and stochastic equations. The scope of the book is wide, ranging from
pure mathematics to various applied fields such as classical mechanics, biomedicine, and
population dynamics.
A novel, practical introduction to functional analysis In the twenty years since the first edition of
Applied FunctionalAnalysis was published, there has been an explosion in the numberof books
on functional analysis. Yet none of these offers theunique perspective of this new edition. JeanPierre Aubin updateshis popular reference on functional analysis with new insights andrecent
discoveries-adding three new chapters on set-valued analysisand convex analysis, viability
kernels and capture basins, andfirst-order partial differential equations. He presents, for thefirst
time at an introductory level, the extension of differentialcalculus in the framework of both the
theory of distributions andset-valued analysis, and discusses their application for
studyingboundary-value problems for elliptic and parabolic partialdifferential equations and for
systems of first-order partialdifferential equations. To keep the presentation concise and
accessible, Jean-Pierre Aubinintroduces functional analysis through the simple
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Hilbertianstructure.
He seamlessly blends pure mathematics with applied areasthat illustrate
the theory, incorporating a broad range of examplesfrom numerical analysis, systems theory,
calculus of variations,control and optimization theory, convex and nonsmooth analysis,
andmore. Finally, a summary of the essential theorems as well asexercises reinforcing key
concepts are provided. Applied FunctionalAnalysis, Second Edition is an excellent and timely
resource forboth pure and applied mathematicians.
Approach your problems from the right end It isn't that they can't see the solution. It is and
begin with the answers. Then one day, that they can't see the problem. perhaps you will find
the final question. G. K. Chesterton. The Scandal of Father 'The Hermit Clad in Crane
Feathers' in R. Brown 'The point of a Pin', van Gu!ik. 'g The Chinese Maze Murders. Growing
specialization and diversification have brought a host of monographs and textbooks on
increasingly specialized topics. However, the "tree" of knowledge of mathematics and related
fields does not grow only by putting forth new branches. It also happens, quite often in fact,
that branches which were thought to be completely disparate are suddenly seen to be related.
Further, the kind and level of sophistication of mathematics applied in various sciences has
changed drastically in recent years: measure theory is used (non-trivially) in regional and
theoretical economics; algebraic geometry interacts with physics; the Minkowsky lemma.
coding theory and the structure of water meet one another in packing and covering theory;
quantum fields, crystal defects and mathematical programming profit from homotopy theory;
Lie algebras are relevant to filtering; and prediction and electrical engineering can use Stein
spaces. And in addition to this there are such new emerging subdisciplines as "experimental
mathematics", "CFD", "completely integrable systems", "chaos, synergetics and large-scale
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order", which
are almost impossible to fit into the existing classification schemes. They draw
upon widely different sections of mathematics.
This book contains survey papers based on the lectures presented at the 3rd International
Winter School “Modern Problems of Mathematics and Mechanics” held in January 2010 at the
Belarusian State University, Minsk. These lectures are devoted to different problems of modern
analysis and its applications. An extended presentation of modern problems of applied analysis
will enable the reader to get familiar with new approaches of mostly interdisciplinary character.
The results discussed are application oriented and present new insight into applied problems
of growing importance such as applications to composite materials, anomalous diffusion, and
fluid dynamics.

Thought-provoking and accessible in approach, this updated and expanded
second edition of the Applied Analysis by the Hilbert Space Method: An
Introduction with Applications provides a user-friendly introduction to the subject,
Taking a clear structural framework, it guides the reader through the subject's
core elements. A flowing writing style combines with the use of illustrations and
diagrams throughout the text to ensure the reader understands even the most
complex of concepts. This succinct and enlightening overview is a required
reading for advanced graduate-level students. We hope you find this book useful
in shaping your future career. Feel free to send us your enquiries related to our
publications to info@risepress.pw Rise Press
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This book provides an introduction to those parts of analysis that are most useful
in applications for graduate students. The material is selected for use in applied
problems, and is presented clearly and simply but without sacrificing
mathematical rigor. The text is accessible to students from a wide variety of
backgrounds, including undergraduate students entering applied mathematics
from non-mathematical fields and graduate students in the sciences and
engineering who want to learn analysis. A basic background in calculus, linear
algebra and ordinary differential equations, as well as some familiarity with
functions and sets, should be sufficient.
Numerous worked examples and exercises highlight this unified treatment of the
Hermitian operator theory in its Hilbert space setting. Its simple explanations of
difficult subjects make it accessible to undergraduates as well as an ideal selfstudy guide. Featuring full discussions of first and second order linear differential
equations, the text introduces the fundamentals of Hilbert space theory and
Hermitian differential operators. It derives the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of
classical Hermitian differential operators, develops the general theory of
orthogonal bases in Hilbert space, and offers a comprehensive account of
Schrodinger's equations. In addition, it surveys the Fourier transform as a unitary
operator and demonstrates the use of various differentiation and integration
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techniques. Book jacket.
This book provides a general introduction to applied mathematics, such as
mathematical modeling of random motion of particles, chemotaxis in biology and
their theoretical study. Several tools in linear and nonlinear PDE theory and
spectral theory of eigenfunction expansion are described. The book also presents
the fundamental ideas in theoretical and applied analysis and discusses recent
developments in nonlinear science.
In preparing the second edition, I have taken advantage of the opportunity to
correct errors as well as revise the presentation in many places. New material
has been included, in addition, reflecting relevant recent work. The help of many
colleagues (and especially Professor J. Stoer) in ferreting out errors is gratefully
acknowledged. I also owe special thanks to Professor v. Sazonov for many
discussions on the white noise theory in Chapter 6. February, 1981 A. V.
BALAKRISHNAN v Preface to the First Edition The title "Applied Functional
Analysis" is intended to be short for "Functional analysis in a Hilbert space and
certain of its applications," the applications being drawn mostly from areas
variously referred to as system optimization or control systems or systems
analysis. One of the signs of the times is a discernible tilt toward application in
mathematics and conversely a greater level of mathematical sophistication in the
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application areas such as economics or system science, both spurred
undoubtedly by the heightening pace of digital computer usage. This book is an
entry into this twilight zone. The aspects of functional analysis treated here are
rapidly becoming essential in the training at the advance graduate level of system
scientists and/or mathematical economists. There are of course now available
many excellent treatises on functional analysis.
This two-volume text in harmonic analysis introduces a wealth of analytical
results and techniques. It is largely self-contained and will be useful to graduate
students and researchers in both pure and applied analysis. Numerous exercises
and problems make the text suitable for self-study and the classroom alike. This
first volume starts with classical one-dimensional topics: Fourier series; harmonic
functions; Hilbert transform. Then the higher-dimensional Calderón–Zygmund
and Littlewood–Paley theories are developed. Probabilistic methods and their
applications are discussed, as are applications of harmonic analysis to partial
differential equations. The volume concludes with an introduction to the Weyl
calculus. The second volume goes beyond the classical to the highly
contemporary and focuses on multilinear aspects of harmonic analysis: the
bilinear Hilbert transform; Coifman–Meyer theory; Carleson's resolution of the
Lusin conjecture; Calderón's commutators and the Cauchy integral on Lipschitz
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curves. The material in this volume has not previously appeared together in book
form.
The book contains recent developments and contemporary research in
mathematical analysis and in its application to problems arising from the
biological and physical sciences. The book is of interest to readers who wish to
learn of new research in such topics as linear and nonlinear analysis,
mathematical biology and ecology, dynamical systems, graph theory, variational
analysis and inequalities, functional analysis, differential and difference
equations, partial differential equations, approximation theory, and chaos. All
papers were prepared by participants at the International Conference on Recent
Advances in Mathematical Biology, Analysis and Applications (ICMBAA-2015)
held during 4–6 June 2015 in Aligarh, India. A focal theme of the conference was
the application of mathematics to the biological sciences and on current research
in areas of theoretical mathematical analysis that can be used as sophisticated
tools for the study of scientific problems. The conference provided researchers,
academicians and engineers with a platform that encouraged them to exchange
their innovative ideas in mathematical analysis and its applications as well as to
form interdisciplinary collaborations. The content of the book is divided into three
parts: Part I contains contributions from participants whose topics are related to
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nonlinear dynamics and its applications in biological sciences. Part II has
contributions which concern topics on nonlinear analysis and its applications to a
variety of problems in science, engineering and industry. Part III consists of
contributions dealing with some problems in applied analysis.
Geared toward upper-level undergraduates and graduate students, this text
explores the applications of nonstandard analysis without assuming any
knowledge of mathematical logic. It develops the key techniques of nonstandard
analysis at the outset from a single, powerful construction; then, beginning with a
nonstandard construction of the real number system, it leads students through a
nonstandard treatment of the basic topics of elementary real analysis, topological
spaces, and Hilbert space. Important topics include nonstandard treatments of
equicontinuity, nonmeasurable sets, and the existence of Haar measure. The
focus on compact operators on a Hilbert space includes the Bernstein-Robinson
theorem on invariant subspaces, which was first proved with nonstandard
methods. Ever mindful of the needs of readers with little background in these
subjects, the text offers a straightforward treatment that provides a strong
foundation for advanced studies of analysis
This well-written book contains the analytical tools, concepts, and viewpoints
needed for modern applied mathematics. It treats various practical methods for
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solving problems such as differential equations, boundary value problems, and
integral equations. Pragmatic approaches to difficult equations are presented,
including the Galerkin method, the method of iteration, Newton’s method,
projection techniques, and homotopy methods.
Presenting excellent material for a first course on functional analysis , Functional
Analysis in Applied Mathematics and Engineering concentrates on material that
will be useful to control engineers from the disciplines of electrical, mechanical,
and aerospace engineering. This text/reference discusses: rudimentary topology
Banach's fixed point theorem with applications L^p-spaces density theorems for
testfunctions infinite dimensional spaces bounded linear operators Fourier series
open mapping and closed graph theorems compact and differential operators
Hilbert-Schmidt operators Volterra equations Sobolev spaces control theory and
variational analysis Hilbert Uniqueness Method boundary element methods
Functional Analysis in Applied Mathematics and Engineering begins with an
introduction to the important, abstract basic function spaces and operators with
mathematical rigor, then studies problems in the Hilbert space setting. The author
proves the spectral theorem for unbounded operators with compact inverses and
goes on to present the abstract evolution semigroup theory for time dependent
linear partial differential operators. This structure establishes a firm foundation for
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the more advanced topics discussed later in the text.
The purpose of this book is to make available to beginning graduate students,
and to others, some core areas of analysis which serve as prerequisites for new
developments in pure and applied areas. We begin with a presentation (Chapters
1 and 2) of a selection of topics from the theory of operators in Hilbert space,
algebras of operators, and their corresponding spectral theory. This is a
systematic presentation of interrelated topics from infinite-dimensional and noncommutative analysis; again, with view to applications. Chapter 3 covers a study
of representations of the canonical commutation relations (CCRs); with emphasis
on the requirements of infinite-dimensional calculus of variations, often referred
to as Ito and Malliavin calculus, Chapters 4-6. This further connects to key areas
in quantum physics.
This book provides a general introduction to applied analysis; vector analysis with
physical motivation, calculus of variation, Fourier analysis, eigenfunction
expansion, distribution, and so forth, including a catalogue of mathematical
theories, such as basic analysis, topological spaces, complex function theory,
real analysis, and abstract analysis. This book also uses fundamental ideas of
applied mathematics to discuss recent developments in nonlinear science, such
as mathematical modeling of reinforced random motion of particles,
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semiconductor device equation in applied physics, and chemotaxis in biology.
Several tools in linear PDE theory, such as fundamental solutions, Perron's
method, layer potentials, and iteration scheme, are described, as well as
systematic descriptions on the recent study of the blowup of the solution.
The present book is based on lectures given by the author at the University of
Tokyo during the past ten years. It is intended as a textbook to be studied by
students on their own or to be used in a course on Functional Analysis, i. e. , the
general theory of linear operators in function spaces together with salient
features of its application to diverse fields of modern and classical analysis.
Necessary prerequisites for the reading of this book are summarized, with or
without proof, in Chapter 0 under titles: Set Theory, Topo? logical Spaces,
Measure Spaces and Linear Spaces. Then, starting with the chapter on Seminorms, a general theory of Banach and Hilbert spaces is presented in connection
with the theory of generalized functions of S. L. SoBOLEV and L. ScmVARTZ.
While the book is primarily addressed to graduate students, it is hoped it might
prove useful to research mathe? maticians, both pure and applied. The reader
may pass e. g. from Chapter IX (Analytical Theory of Semi-groups) directly to
Chapter XIII (Ergodic Theory and Diffusion Theory) and to Chapter XIV (Integration of the Equation of Evolution). Such materials as 'Weak Topologies and
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Duality in Locally Convex Spaces' and 'Nuclear Spaces' are presented in the
form of the appendices to Chapter V and Chapter X, respectively. These might
be skipped for the first reading by those who are interested rather in the
application of linear operators.
This book offers a systematic presentation of up-to-date material scattered
throughout the literature from the methodology point of view. It reviews the basic
theories and methods, with many interesting problems in partial and ordinary
differential equations, differential geometry and mathematical physics as
applications, and provides the necessary preparation for almost all important
aspects in contemporary studies. All methods are illustrated by carefully chosen
examples from mechanics, physics, engineering and geometry.
This introductory text examines many important applications of functional
analysis to mechanics, fluid mechanics, diffusive growth, and approximation.
Discusses distribution theory, Green's functions, Banach spaces, Hilbert space,
spectral theory, and variational techniques. Also outlines the ideas behind
Frechet calculus, stability and bifurcation theory, and Sobolev spaces. 1985
edition. Includes 25 figures and 9 appendices. Supplementary problems.
Indexes.
The methods of functional analysis have helped solve diverse real-world
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problems in optimization, modeling, analysis, numerical approximation, and
computer simulation. Applied Functional Analysis presents functional analysis
results surfacing repeatedly in scientific and technological applications and
presides over the most current analytical and numerical methods in infinitedimensional spaces. This reference highlights critical studies in projection
theorem, Riesz representation theorem, and properties of operators in Hilbert
space and covers special classes of optimization problems. Supported by 2200
display equations, this guide incorporates hundreds of up-to-date citations.
Building on the success of the two previous editions, Introduction to Hilbert Spaces with
Applications, Third Edition, offers an overview of the basic ideas and results of Hilbert space
theory and functional analysis. It acquaints students with the Lebesgue integral, and includes
an enhanced presentation of results and proofs. Students and researchers will benefit from the
wealth of revised examples in new, diverse applications as they apply to optimization,
variational and control problems, and problems in approximation theory, nonlinear instability,
and bifurcation. The text also includes a popular chapter on wavelets that has been completely
updated. Students and researchers agree that this is the definitive text on Hilbert Space theory.
Updated chapter on wavelets Improved presentation on results and proof Revised examples
and updated applications Completely updated list of references
This book provides a general introduction to applied analysis; vector analysis with physical
motivation, calculus of variation, Fourier analysis, eigenfunction expansion, distribution, and so
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forth, including
a catalogue of mathematical theories, such as basic analysis, topological
spaces, complex function theory, real analysis, and abstract analysis. This book also uses
fundamental ideas of applied mathematics to discuss recent developments in nonlinear
science, such as mathematical modeling of reinforced random motion of particles,
semiconductor device equation in applied physics, and chemotaxis in biology. Several tools in
linear PDE theory, such as fundamental solutions, Perron's method, layer potentials, and
iteration scheme, are described, as well as systematic descriptions on the recent study of the
blowup of the solution. Contents: Geometric ObjectsCalculus of VariationInfinite-Dimensional
AnalysisRandom Motion of ParticlesLinear PDE TheoryNonlinear PDE TheorySystem of
Chemotaxis Readership: Mathematics undergraduates.
The existence of unitary dilations makes it possible to study arbitrary contractions on a Hilbert
space using the tools of harmonic analysis. The first edition of this book was an account of the
progress done in this direction in 1950-70. Since then, this work has influenced many other
areas of mathematics, most notably interpolation theory and control theory. This second
edition, in addition to revising and amending the original text, focuses on further developments
of the theory, including the study of two operator classes: operators whose powers do not
converge strongly to zero, and operators whose functional calculus (as introduced in Chapter
III) is not injective. For both of these classes, a wealth of material on structure, classification
and invariant subspaces is included in Chapters IX and X. Several chapters conclude with a
sketch of other developments related with (and developing) the material of the first edition.
The first part of a self-contained, elementary textbook, combining linear functional analysis,
nonlinear functional analysis, numerical functional analysis, and their substantial applications
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with each
other.
As such, the book addresses undergraduate students and beginning graduate
students of mathematics, physics, and engineering who want to learn how functional analysis
elegantly solves mathematical problems which relate to our real world. Applications concern
ordinary and partial differential equations, the method of finite elements, integral equations,
special functions, both the Schroedinger approach and the Feynman approach to quantum
physics, and quantum statistics. As a prerequisite, readers should be familiar with some basic
facts of calculus. The second part has been published under the title, Applied Functional
Analysis: Main Principles and Their Applications.
This volume takes up various topics in Mathematical Analysis including boundary and initial
value problems for Partial Differential Equations and Functional Analytic methods.Topics
include linear elliptic systems for composite material ? the coefficients may jump from domain
to domain; Stochastic Analysis ? many applied problems involve evolution equations with
random terms, leading to the use of stochastic analysis.The proceedings have been selected
for coverage in: ? Index to Scientific & Technical Proceedings (ISTP CDROM version / ISI
Proceedings)? CC Proceedings ? Engineering & Physical Sciences
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